
TOKYO: Stockholm and an Italian two-city bid made
presentations to host the 2026 Winter Games yester-
day with both embracing the IOC’s ‘The New Norm’
programme which is aimed at making it cheaper and
easier to stage the Olympics.

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) faces
its most serious bidding crisis in decades after several
cities dropped out of the 2026 race, leaving just two
candidates. The IOC has called The New Norm “an
ambitious set of 118 reforms that reimagines how the
Olympic Games are delivered”.

On the first day of the Association of National
Olympic Committees (ANOC) General Assembly, the
Italian bid of Milan-Cortina D’Ampezzo said 93 per-
cent of its venues would be temporary or already exist.

“We are interpreting the new rules to put together a
big city like Milan and then the mountains, avoiding
throwing away money and making a very sustainable
offer,” Milan mayor Guiseppe Sala told Reuters after
the presentation.

Luca Zaia, president of the Veneto region, said there
would be no “white elephants”, whilst the Italians
claimed 83 percent of Milan’s citizens favoured the bid.
Italian Olympic Committee President Giovanni Malago
said giving a winter Olympics to countries such as
Sweden or Italy, with their rich history of winter sports
and pre-existing venues, was the future of Olympic
bidding under The New Norm.

Stockholm’s bid also played on themes of sustain-
ability. “I think The New Norm and the new terms of
organising Olympic Games definitely fits into our way
of thinking,” Swedish Olympic Committee chief Mats
Arjes said after the presentation.

The Italian bid is far from guaranteed enough politi-
cal support amid the country’s financial woes, while
Stockholm faces opposition from a new city govern-
ment which said last month it would not back a bid that

includes taxpayer funding. The IOC will elect the win-
ners in June, 2019. 

Meanwhile,  International Olympic Committee
(IOC) President Thomas Bach says he cannot remem-
ber a host city being as well prepared as Tokyo, a lit-
tle more than 600 days before the start of the 2020
Summer Games.

The German visited the offices of Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic organisers yesterday, lavish-
ing praise on the hosts for their readiness to host the
summer showpiece. “We see already now, two years
before these Olympic Games, all the ingredients for
successful Olympics Games are in place,” said Bach,
who is in Tokyo to attend an IOC Executive Board
meeting that begins on Friday.

“We’re really very impressed about progress in the
preparations that we have been experiencing here. “I
cannot remember any Olympic city being so well and
so much advanced two years before the Games as
Tokyo 2020 is.”

Bach’s words are sure to warm the hearts of Games
organisers, who have overcome a swathe of initial fears
to get preparations on track ahead of the competition,
which begins on July 24, 2020.

In 2015, Tokyo 2020 scrapped their initial Games
logo due to allegations of plagiarism and the original
design for a new Olympic stadium was also changed
due to overwhelming costs. However, since budget
cuts of $300 million were announced in December
2017, Tokyo 2020 organisers have had a relatively
pain-free ride. One area where questions remain is
over Tokyo’s ability to host a Summer Games in
scorching temperatures, which reached a record 41.1
degrees Celsius in July this year. With average sum-
mer temperatures in the Japanese capital higher than
30 degrees Celsius since 1998, according to the
Japanese Meteorological Agency, organisers have

been searching for counter-measures. 
Few hard policies have actually been announced

and there remains uncertainty over start times for the
men’s and women’s marathons but Bach was not con-
cerned. “The measures are being prepared and there is
a closer cooperation with the organising committee,”

he added. “We had a special working group with med-
ical people, with medical scholars. They are proposing
some measures.”

Bach is due to give a speech on the second day of
the Association of National Committees General
Assembly today. — Reuters
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WADA holds
talks in Moscow
on lab data
deadline
MOSCOW:  A World Anti-Doping
Agency (WADA) delegation held
talks with Russian officials and visited
a suspended Moscow anti-doping
laboratory yesterday as it waits for
Russia to meet a year-end deadline to
hand over incriminating test data.

The Russian anti-doping agency,
RUSADA, was suspended in
November 2015 after a WADA-com-
missioned report found evidence of
widespread, state-sponsored doping
in Russian athletics. Moscow has
vehemently denied the allegations.

WADA conditionally reinstated
RUSADA in September, but said fail-
ure to provide access to the full data
from the laboratory by Dec. 31 could
lead to another suspension.
Yesterday’s visit, which included three
WADA delegates, was meant to lay
the groundwork for a subsequent

mission - on a date not yet
announced - to retrieve the data.

In a statement, Russian Sports
Minister Pavel Kolobkov confirmed
that the WADA specialists had been
given access to the laboratory but did
not say when Russia would hand over
the data. “At this stage it is too early
to speak of deadlines and the
amounts of work ahead,” he said.

WADA did not immediately reply
to requests for additional comment.
WADA President Craig Reedie told
Reuters two weeks ago that the
agency had received guarantees that
Russia would meet the year-end
deadline.

The Moscow anti-doping labora-
tory was suspended after a 2015
WADA-commissioned report found
that its then-director, Grigory
Rodchenkov, had been an “aider and
abettor” of doping activities and had
admitted to having intentionally
destroyed 1,417 samples to hinder a
WADA audit.

Rodchenkov subsequently gave
evidence that did much to expose the
extent of the doping. Most Russian
competitors were barred from this
year’s Winter Olympics in South
Korea, as well as last year’s World
Athletics Championships. — Reuters

TOKYO: Thomas Bach (R), President of International Olympic Committee (IOC), holds Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games
mascots presented by staff of the Tokyo Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games (Tokyo 2020)
during his visit the office in Tokyo yesterday. — AFP

Ogier anticipates ‘new
chapter’ at Citroen
but not a title record
PARIS: World Rally champion Sebastien Ogier is buzzing at the
prospect of starting work at new team Citroen but insists he has no plans
to stay in the sport just to pass Sebastien Loeb’s record of nine titles.

“We can’t wait to start a new chapter,” Ogier, who is moving with co-
driver, told AFP on Tuesday. “I have the impression that the car has great
capabilities. Here and there, it has shown nice turns of speed.” 

The 34-year-old Frenchman tied up his sixth consecutive title when
he finished fifth in the season-ending Rally of Australia earlier this month.
It was his last with the M-Sport team before the move back to Citroen
for the 2019 season. 

Ogier has signed a two-year deal with the French team after which, he
says, he will take a step back, defying his fans by ruling out a bid to beat
Loeb’s record. “This question is as big as a house, everyone is asking
me,” said Ogier. 

“The truth is that if I leave with eight titles, it would already be excep-
tional. I’m on six, so we’ll try to aim for the seventh and then we’ll see.
“Whatever happens, it’s not just the numbers in life. This is something
that is often put forward but I think the most important thing is to have
the feeling of leaving at the right time, to trust your feeling. 

“Today, I am still enjoying it but I do not want to miss too many things
at home that will be difficult to catch up.”

For Ogier, the move to Citroen, along with  co-driver Julien Ingrassia,
is a bit like going home, a chance to round the circle by returning to the
team where he began his WRC career in 2009. And it’s not just any old
team-it’s a French team.

“It’s nice to find a lot of familiar faces still here from the days when I
started my WRC career. At the same time, to find a French team, it’s
interesting. Trying to win with a team that is 100 percent French, that
would be fantastic.”

For Ogier it is also a chance to win the title with a third team after his
successes with Volkswagen (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016) and M-Sport (2017,

2018).  “This is one of the arguments that pushed us to join Citroen,”
Ogier admits. “It’s rewarding to win with multiple teams, not many have
managed to do it. It’s tough to adapt to a new environment, a new car,
and take on the level of competition we currently have in the WRC.”

Ogier is still at the getting-to-know-you stage with Citroen. He spent
one day with them discussing plans before heading off to Portugal this
week to start testing the new car. “There are still things to work on
because the consistency isn’t there. If they (Citroen) have been a little
behind in these last championships, it’s certainly because not everything
was perfect.

“But that is also what attracts us. Trying to find new targets for
Citroen and for us to try to keep adapting to a new environment is inter-
esting and exciting.” For Ogier, the contract with Citroen marks the
beginning of the end of his dusty road in WRC.

“I see it as the last one (contract),” he says. “After that it will be time
to move on. It doesn’t mean no more cars because I would be unhappy
with zero motorsport in my life. On the other hand, it will be a chance to
slow down.” — AFP

PARIS: French driver and six time world rally champion Sebastien Ogier
poses during a photo session on Tuesday in Paris. — AFP

Marc Leishman 
desperate to land 
an Australian prize
SYDNEY: Marc Leishman believes not having
won one of Australia’s top tournaments is a sig-
nificant gap in his golfing resume and the world
number 21 is out to rectify that state of affairs at
this week’s Australian PGA Championship on the
Gold Coast.

The 35-year-old Australian is a four-times
winner on the US PGA Tour, most recently last
month at the CIMB Classic in Malaysia, and has
notched up top-20 finishes at all four majors,
including second place after a playoff at the 2015
British Open.

On home soil, however, his success has been
limited to amateur events at the start of his
career. The Australian Masters has now disap-
peared from the calendar and Leishman decided
to skip the Australian Open in Sydney two weeks
ago, so the European Tour co-sanctioned event
at Royal Pines is his only chance to break the
drought this year.

“I haven’t managed to win one of the three big
Australian events yet and that’s pretty high on my
list-it’s probably a missing part of my resume,” he
told reporters yesterday.

“Happy to be here and hoping to have a good
week (but) it’s a great field and whoever wins the
event is going to have to play great golf. “It’s
something that every Australian wants to do. It
would mean a lot to win it, but a lot has to go

right to win a golf tournament wherever it’s
played, on the Australian tour, on the PGA Tour or
on the European Tour.”

Leishman had a chance of winning a title for
his country in Melbourne last week at the World
Cup of Golf, but he and partner Cameron Smith
came up three strokes short of Belgian winners
Thomas Pieters and Thomas Detry.

Smith is the defending champion at Royal
Pines and is joined in the field by his American
predecessor Harold Varner III, who won the
title in 2016 having lost out in a playoff the
previous year.

Also teeing off on today are Englishman
Andrew “Beef” Johnston and Geoff Ogilvy, the
2006 U.S. Open champion and 2008 Australian
PGA champion who has recently returned to live
in Australia after two decades in the United
States. — Reuters

Marc Leishman

IOC weighs boxing 
Olympic KO
TOKYO: Top IOC officials will from tomorrow weigh the
future of boxing as an Olympic event at a meeting in Tokyo
expected to be dominated by concerns over the sport’s
governance.

The International Olympic Committee holds a two-day
gathering in the 2020 Summer Games host city after its
president said he was “extremely worried about the gover-
nance of AIBA”, the International Boxing Association.

Thomas Bach said earlier this year that a report handed to
the IOC in April “still lacks execution and substance in some
areas” and that his organisation “retains the right to exclude
boxing from Tokyo 2020”.

This month, AIBA submitted an updated report it hopes
will address the concerns and IOC officials are expected
to decide boxing’s fate, with some reports indicating the
2020 competition could be run under the auspices of a
different body.

The IOC has been losing patience with boxing since a
judging scandal at the Rio Games in 2016 when all 36 offi-
cials and referees were suspended amid allegations of
bout-fixing.

There are also concerns over AIBA’s finances, anti-dop-
ing, and its controversial newly elected president Gafur
Rakhimov, who has been linked to organised crime by the
US Treasury Department.

“The truth is that I, of course, have never been involved in
transnational criminal organisations,” Rakhimov has told AFP,
calling his presence on a US Treasury list a “mistake”. The
Uzbek businessman said last week that boxing has cleaned
up its act and now “exceeded the governance requirement
for change”.

AIBA’s financial situation is now “under control”, amateur

boxing is “100 percent compliant with anti-doping rules”
and “boxing will always stay in the Olympics”, added the 67-
year-old. Regardless of the IOC’s final decision, Bach has
stressed that boxers will not suffer from the problems faced
by its governing body.

“We don’t want athletes to be punished by the bad
behaviour of some officials,” Bach has said. “Irrespective of
the decision taken... we will make the necessary efforts to
ensure that athletes have the possibility to pursue their
Olympic journey.”

Meanwhile, from Wednesday, officials from the powerful
Association of National Olympic Committees (ANOC) will
also gather in Tokyo under a cloud after the organisation’s
president stepped aside to fight allegations of forgery.

Sporting powerbroker Sheikh Ahmad al-Fahad al-Sabah
said last week he was “temporarily” relinquishing his IOC
duties as he faces forgery charges he says are “maliciously
motivated by political factions within Kuwait”.

A long-time IOC member seen as a close ally of Bach,
Sheikh Ahmad is accused of orchestrating a complex forgery
scheme linked to his efforts to prove his native country’s for-
mer prime minister is guilty of corruption and plotting a coup.

The IOC hailed his decision to step aside, stressing the
“presumption of innocence” and saying he had “taken the
correct course of action with regard to the Olympic move-
ment”. Some 1,400 delegates from a record 206 national
Olympic committees will also hear for the first time bids from
Milan and Stockholm to host the 2026 Winter Games.

Rival bids to the two European cities have been dropping
away amid a general trend against staging the Games in
recent years. The Swiss city of Sion and an Austrian bid
based around Graz have already withdrawn citing a lack of
either political or public support.

Then the Canadian city of Calgary formally pulled the
plug on its bid last Monday after residents roundly rejected
it in a referendum. The northern Japanese city of Sapporo
originally threw its hat into the ring to host the 2026 Games
but then shifted its focus to 2030. — AFP


